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mainly reduced carbon material, with either a low (coal),
average (oil), or high (natural gas) hydrogen content. The energy
is stored in their chemical C–C and C–H bonds. The chemical
reaction with oxygen (O2) burns these fuels to form CO2 and
H2O. This exothermic reaction releases the stored energy,
which can be used for several purposes, such as the generation
of heat, motion, and electricity. Besides being ideal energy
carriers, fossil fuels also yield many of the materials on which
the chemical industry builds.

Although fossil fuels constitute in several ways perfect energy
carriers, their combustion emits the greenhouse gas (GHG) CO2

into the atmosphere, currently in quantities large enough so as
to alter our planet’s climatic system. Natural pathways to capture
CO2 from the atmosphere do not match the speed with which
human activity presently emits this GHG. As a consequence,
CO2 is the main contributor to anthropogenic climate change,
out-shadowing GHGs such as methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide
(N2O). The detrimental impacts from global climate change
induce mankind to look for renewable energy sources that
preclude the use of fossil fuels.

Renewable energy sources will eventually need to take over
fossil fuel usage. To date, most approaches that harvest renew-
able energy (apart from biomass for heating, cooking, and fuel
production purposes) produce electricity, such as photovoltaic
(PV) modules, wind turbines, hydropower dams, and geothermal
systems. It will take time and concerted efforts to change global
electricity supply – which today fulfills roughly 20% of our total
energy demand – into a fully renewable power system. Currently,
however, in some regions and at certain moments in time, more
renewable electricity is generated than is needed. This illustrates
that the intermittency of renewable sources may require storage
solutions that allow the use of these forms of energy at any
desirable point in time.

An energy source with a high volumetric energy density is
also desirable in many heavy-duty industrial processes and in
power backup systems. Electrification of the light-duty trans-
port sector is ongoing, but trucks, ships, and planes will

probably continue to rely on liquid fuels for a long time to
come. Simple synthetic building blocks are also required in the
chemical industry for the preparation of, for instance, plastics,
coatings, pharmaceuticals, and a broad range of materials.

An attractive prospect would be the establishment of a fast
and efficient process to produce fuels (and chemicals) with the
same properties as fossil fuels but on the basis of renewable
energy (the right side of Fig. 1). These ‘‘renewable’’ fuels (in this
paper we henceforth refer to REN fuels, or solar fuels if they are
produced with energy from the sun) could then directly replace
their fossil fuel counterparts and be implemented in society
without the need for fully redesigning existing energy infra-
structures. REN fuels could well contribute to the necessary
forthcoming energy transition. Several routes exist and/or are
under development to produce REN fuels.2–4 The first step in
processes that produce REN fuels is to harvest renewable
energy and convert it into a usable form. In a second conversion
step the ensuing form of energy is used to produce fuels from
the basic feedstocks H2O and CO2.

The REN fuels generated in this way can be employed either
as energy carriers or as building blocks in the chemical industry.
In the former case the energy stored in REN fuels is used, usually
within relatively short delays; their combustion releases H2O and
CO2, which subsequently need to be captured again in order to
close the (fast) cycle. In the latter case the CO2 is stored for
longer periods of time; in this case the storage duration of
captured CO2 has important consequences for the carbon
footprint of REN fuels. These implications should be accounted
for in life cycle analysis of REN fuels,5–8 which we don’t under-
take in this study.

Routes for REN fuel production abound. For many options
they involve proven technology.9 Their GHG emissions are
generally low, or even close-to-absent if all processes (including
those running in the background) are powered by renewable
energy. Yet the share of fuels produced with renewable energy
today is negligible. The use of REN fuels is particularly hindered
by high production costs in comparison to those of fossil fuels.

Fig. 1 About 81% of our current energy supply is derived from fossil fuels (left side). It took millions of years to build up these fossil resources, formed by
natural photosynthesis. Today, burning these carbon-based fuels rapidly increases the concentration of CO2 in our atmosphere, leading to unwarranted
global climate change. We envisage a system that circumvents the use of fossil resources (right side). The conversion of H2O and CO2 in processes driven
by renewable energy allows for the production of renewable fuels in a rapid circular system that precludes the slow fossilisation route.
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5% CO2 emission in 2050

Why
2018: New law for climate (Klimaatwet)
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CO2-neutral energy
Why

1 may 2018

Why
Issue 1:  CO2-neutral energy= intermittent
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Energy density per Kg 

Compressed air (300 atm) ~ 0.5 MJ kg-1
battery ~ 0.1-0.5 MJ kg-1
Liquid fuels ~ 50 MJ kg-1
H2 (700 atm) ~ 140 MJ kg-1

Storage of energy is important

Issue 2: We still need fuel for heavy applications

140 x1012 Tesla batteries
1% per dag: 4x109

Why

Current use
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Future
Wind, solar……

Why

Wind, solar……chemistry
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Wind, solar……chemistry

Why artificial photosynthesis for energy ….
……..and not photosynthesis 

We need efficiency!!
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Most simple
PV + electrolysis 

(two system approach)

• PV + electrolysis 
(integrated system)

• Photoelectrochemical
cell (integrated system)

2H2O O2 + 2H2

How

n PV-Electrolysis
n Integrated device

Dam, vd Krol et al. Nat Commun 2013

Solar Fuel

Around 10-15% efficiency
Scalable!

Around 5-10% efficiency
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n PV-Electrolysis

Around 10-15% efficiency Inorganic devices

Triple junction PV + Electrolysis

Spiccia et al. 2015

¢ 22% STH efficiency
¢ Expensive triple junction PV
¢ Concentrated light
¢ Cheap Ni-catalysts

Nocera’s Artificial Leaf

Nocera et al. Science 2011

¢ 2-4% STH efficiency
¢ Platinum free!
¢ 3jn-a-Si needs protection, 

not stable in water
¢ Efficiency too low
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Natural photosynthesis

Natural photosynthesis

have common principles for capturing solar energy across the
whole of the visible spectrum and facilitating efficient energy
transfer to the associated reaction centres with minimum
losses of energy. Again detailed spectroscopic and structural
studies have revealed the molecular basis of these systems,
details which could also be adopted for designing light con-
centrating systems for a new generation of solar energy
converting technologies.29 However it is the water splitting
reaction of PSII which holds the greatest promise for devel-
oping new technologies for converting solar radiation into
usable energy, particularly in generating hydrogen or ‘‘high
energy electrons’’ for reducing carbon dioxide. In this way
PSII is unique when compared with all other types of photo-
systems which are far more limited in the redox chemistry they
catalyse.

Photosystem II

The photosynthetic water splitting reaction appeared on our
planet about 2.5 billion years ago and was the ‘big bang of
evolution’ since for the first time living organisms had avail-
able an inexhaustible supply of ‘hydrogen’ (in the form of
reducing equivalents) to convert carbon dioxide into organic

molecules. From that moment, living organisms on Earth
could prosper and diversify on an enormous scale; biology
had solved its energy problem and PSII established itself as the
‘‘engine of life’’.30

Clearly, using solar energy to split water to produce hydro-
gen or ‘‘high energy’’ electrons is also the perfect solution for
humankind. In principle, the technology exists today to do
this. Electricity can be generated by photovoltaic solar cells
and used to carry out the electrolysis of water. With a solar cell
efficiency of 10% and 65% efficiency for the electrolytic
system, the overall efficiency would be 6.5%. Electrolysis relies
on platinum or other catalysts for gas evolution, which are in
limited supply and therefore expensive. At present very little
hydrogen is generated by electrolysis because of the lower
price of electricity generated by conventional means. Similarly,
the cost of photovoltaic solar cells marginalises this route for
using solar energy to produce hydrogen directly from water.
But perhaps a bio-inspired water splitting catalyst can be
devised which works along similar chemical principles em-
ployed by the OEC of PSII.
Because of the importance of understanding the chemistry

of the water splitting reaction of PSII there has been a wide
range of techniques employed to probe the molecular

Fig. 4 Side view of the structure of Photosystem II, the water splitting enzyme of photosynthesis. This structure was determined by X-ray

crystallography.39 The complex is embedded in the thylakoid membrane spanning between their lumenal and stromal surfaces. It is composed of

two monomers related to each other by a two-fold axis. Each monomer contains 19 different protein subunits with 16 being located within the

membrane matrix and having s-helices (depicted by cylinders). In total there are 35 transmembrane helices. The D1- and D2-proteins that

compose the reaction centre are shown in yellow and orange, respectively. 57 cofactors were assigned to the structure, including 36 chlorophyll a

molecules. Of particular importance was characterisation of the water splitting site consisting of a cubane-like organisation of a Mn3CaO4-cluster

with a fourth Mn linked to the cubane by mono-m-oxo bridges (see insert where Mn ions are shown in magenta, calcium in turquoise and oxygen

atoms in red). This catalytic centre is located on the lumenal side of the complex and is stabilised and shielded by three extrinsic proteins, PsbO,

PsbU and PsbV. Also shown in the insert are the amino acids which provide ligands to the metal cluster. Figure modified from ref. 39.

190 | Chem. Soc. Rev., 2009, 38, 185–196 This journal is !c The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Solar to fuel device based on molecular components

Ir, Ru, Ni, Fe Co, Ni, Fe

Solar to fuel device based on molecular components

Artificial Photosynthesis

Dye-sensitized solar cells

Michael Grätzel
Dye CellO'Regan, Grätzel, Nature 1991, 353, 737-739
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Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC)

Michael Grätzel
Dye CellO'Regan, Grätzel, Nature 1991, 353, 737-739

DSSC DSSC

Examples from literature: tandem cell

Sun et al. Phys.Chem.Chem.Phys. 2014, 16, 25234
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Molecular device25

Examples from literature: tandem cell

Sun et al. JACS 2015, 137, 9153 

BIO-hybride system

Reisner et al. Nature Energy. 2018, 
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Solar Fuel: techno-economic analysis

This journal is©The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 Energy Environ. Sci.

both PEM and SOE electricity consumption is the major cost
component. Due to a low learning rate for AE, CAPEX and O&M
become the dominant component of the H2 production costs
via this route within a decade.

The PEC approach to produce REN H2 might also yield a
competitive production cost during the timeframe considered,
by 2031 in our most optimistic scenario. Like with the AE and
PEM routes, however, PEC technology does not reach compe-
titivity before 2050 in our base case. The high learning rate of
this novel technology allows for fast cost reductions if enough
capacity is installed. Before the PEC route can be implemented
on the necessary scale, many technical hurdles still have to be
overcome. To date, PEC technology has only been shown to
work in the laboratory and has not entered the demonstration
or commercial phase yet. As a result, high uncertainties exist in
our cost projections, as can be observed in Fig. 7. PEC technol-
ogies might for a long time to come continue to suffer from
high upfront investment costs, since they involve ‘‘all-in-one’’
systems and thus cannot directly benefit from cost reductions

realized in existing systems such as those based on solar PV.
This is also demonstrated in the cost-breakdown curves for the
base case and optimistic scenario, which reveal that the major
cost-components are CAPEX and O&M, while electricity demand
is very low (Fig. S1 and S2, ESI†).

Fig. 7 shows that REN syngas production by CO2-SOE becomes
competitive in 2039 under optimistic technology deployment
assumptions, but remains uncompetitive in 2050 in the base
case. If CO2-SOE is coupled to FT synthesis producing REN diesel,
a more competitive situation is obtained. With this approach (see
last plot in Fig. 7) the base case arrives at break-even costs in 2037,
while in our most optimistic scenario competitive costs are
reached already in 2025. For PEM electrolysis coupled to
CO2-based REN methanol production, break-even costs are
not achieved before 2050 in the base case, but are in our most
optimistic scenario, by 2032. Under our most conservative
projections, none of the seven REN fuel routes reach break-
even cost values before 2050. For all carbon-based REN fuels,
for the optimistic scenario in 2050, not only electricity but

Fig. 7 Projected levelized costs (in US$(2015) per kg) until 2050 for the production of REN fuels based on learning curves for the underlying
technologies. Among the four routes presented for REN H2 production with H2O as feedstock are three electrolysis options (AE, PEM, and SOE) and one
photoelectrochemical approach (PEC). In three routes CO2 is introduced as additional feedstock for the production of carbon-based REN fuels (syngas,
methanol, and diesel). The horizontal dotted break-even lines represent the current costs of producing these fuels on the basis of fossil fuels.

Energy & Environmental Science Analysis
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Economic competitive  2025-2040

Detz, van der Zwaan, Reek Energy Environ Sci.   2018 ECN/TNO

When

Conclusion

Photosynthesis for food

Artificial photosynthesis for energy

Start implementing now, optimization for efficiency 
for later
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Hoe ziet de wereld er in 2050 uit? 
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Hoe ziet de wereld er in 2050 uit? 

Local solutions

Produce on site

Storage on site

Hoe ziet de wereld er in 2050 uit? 
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Catalysis for Solar Fuel Future 3
3

Future of solar fuel

House holds
Combination with fuel cell

H2 as fuel (and storage)

Solar fuel in


